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An Interview With A Student Who’s Nailed Down 

414 Top 20 Rankings On Her First Two Websites 

++++++++++++++    ++++++++++++++    ++++++++++++++ 

The following is the transcript of an interview held with Melissa Contreras, one of my 

students who has participated in a couple of my high level training programs in 2012.  

The reason I interviewed Melissa, is that I want you to see that real people with no 

background in Internet Marketing can get great results online – it’s just a matter of 

following a proven process. 

Some parts of this transcript have been modified slightly from the original video version so 

that it makes more sense – the content however is the same. 

You can see the video recording of the interview at:  

http://aidanbooth.com/how-to-get-414-top-20-rankings/  

If you have any questions or comments, you can leave them on the webpage mentioned 

above. 

++++++++++++++    ++++++++++++++    ++++++++++++++ 

 

I am Aidan Booth and I am here today with a person who has been a student of mine for 

some time now.  

Her name is Melissa and she has been a part of a couple of my intensive coaching programs.  

She is one of the people that really stood out to me as doing and applying the methods that 

I’m teaching, and as a result, she’s been getting lots of good rankings and lots of traffic to 

her websites.  

Today I’ve convinced Melissa to come on the line with me and share some of the secrets, 

some of her philosophies, and to talk a little bit about how she’s been able to start seeing 

some pretty good results online in a short period of time.  

So, Melissa, welcome to the call. 

Hi Aidan, thank you for that. 

I want to get started by giving some people a little bit of background about you…when did 

you start with IM? How long have you been doing this? 

http://aidanbooth.com/how-to-get-414-top-20-rankings/
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I have only been doing this for a year. My background is in Economics and Finance, so 

not at all Internet Marketing related.  

I was working at a bank previously, nothing at all related to this. We moved abroad 

from Venezuela (which is where I am from) to Brazil, and now we are in England. So I 

just decided that I’d try something that I could kind of move with me, a job that I could 

do wherever I was. 

Ok, so you mentioned that you were in Finance and Banking before IM. Did you have any 

special technical skills or special design skills? Or have you learned how to do this all in the 

last year? 

I haven’t had any technical learning, per se, in Internet Marketing or computers…but 

I’ve always felt quite at ease with computers, and I think what I am stronger at is 

having a good sense of what a website, a good website, should look like. 

Yeah, sure.  

And you mentioned you are from Venezuela, so I am assuming that English is your second 

language, right? 

Yes, I am originally from Venezuela so I speak Spanish. I also lived in Boston for 9 years 

so that is where I learnt my English. 

Ok, and just before we get into some more of the questions, I want to show you people a 

couple of the different screenshots of what you have been able to achieve with your 

websites… 
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The graph here (above) shows your rankings, and how they’ve been improving over time. 

This particular website is now getting 600 visitors per day, this is one of Melissa’s websites. 

I’ll show you another one (screenshot) here:  
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This is another one (above) that has gone from rank number 40 in Google to number 6 in 

Google, and this website is getting 200 or more visitors per day now.  

So, they are a couple of examples of websites that Melissa has set up and I’m going to show 

you some more information about them in just a little while.  

What I want to talk about now, and you can see on the screen here (below), one of the 

things that I’ve noticed about your sites, Melissa, and I think this is something that gives 

you an advantage over some other internet marketers is that, and it’s definitely something 

that Google awards you for, is the design.  
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You obviously put a lot of thought in your design.  

How do you create these designs? What themes are you using? How do you come up with 

the colors? 

Ok, sure, well for that site in particular I am using the Daily Theme from Theme Junkie 

which is one of the themes that you gave us access to in one of your courses (it is 

available as part of Page One Evolution).  

After you download the theme you can customize it to make it look exactly the way you 

want.   

I had to learn a little bit about theme customization and colors and things like that… 

What I usually start of by doing is I look at the top 10 sites for my keywords so I can 

get a feel for what they should look like, because usually you can a trend, there’s 

usually something that you get a feel of when looking at the top 10 ranked sites in 

Google.  
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For example, for the horse riding site (TheHorseRidingSite.com), most of the top ten 

sites had like an earthy kind of tone, there were lots of greens and browns. I assumed 

that since the majority of the sites on page one have a common theme, a common look 

to them, then it must be that people who go to those sites to like them, and so I try not 

to change that too much. 

Yeah sure, I think that is a really good example of not trying to “reinvent the wheel”, just 

trying to go with what works.  

So you have a look at websites that are obviously already successful because they’ve got 

top Google rankings, and then you use them to get ideas which you can then apply to your 

own sites.  

Yes, and there are a lot of places online that can help; you have given them a couple of 

resources in one of your courses, pages where you can get color palettes, and then you 

just have fun with it. 

RESOURCES:  

 http://colorschemedesigner.com/ 

 https://kuler.adobe.com  

That’s actually a really cool strategy, I hadn’t actually thought of looking at the top ten 

websites, I’ve always kind of just opened a few random ones. But yeah, opening the top ten 

websites, I like that idea. I am going to use that when I am designing my next websites for 

sure.  

Something else that I wanted to talk to you about is this Squidoo Lens 

(http://www.squidoo.com/the-joy-of-horse-riding), because this Squidoo Lens is one that 

you set up and it’s already got a Page Rank of 2, I see it’s got some social shares as well…  

http://thehorseridingsite.com/
http://colorschemedesigner.com/
https://kuler.adobe.com/
http://www.squidoo.com/the-joy-of-horse-riding
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How long did this take you to set up? How much effort did you have to put in?   

Well for that one actually almost no effort because that was a Fiver Gig. 

Oh - wow! That’s great! 

So it was really easy to set up. 

So did they set up the Squidoo account for you or did you give them your account?  

I gave them my account and the e-mail that is associated to that account and then they 

sent it to that. 

NOTE: In Squidoo you can easily transfer lens between different accounts, it makes 

outsourcing Squidoo lenses very easy! 

I think it’s a really good Squidoo Lens because it does a couple of things…It’s got social 

signals showing up at the top, it’s got a little brief introduction at the top as well, and 

obviously a link somewhere here to your website.  
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So as far as getting a relevant link goes, it’s fantastic.  

Have you done all this for five dollars? 

Yes! 

I think that is awesome!  

This is already a Page Rank 2 and it wasn’t set up that long ago.  

Did you do anything special or it just got that Page Rank by itself?  

Besides social signals, I didn’t really do anything special to it. I think the guy who did 

the Lens probably had some type of authority as a Squidoo Lens Master, because it 

already had a PR1 when he gave it to me. 

Another thing that I’ve noticed with Squidoo lenses is that they gain Page Rank quite 

quickly, so that could have been one of the reasons that you got a PR2. 

That’s true, yes. 

Now, you mentioned at the beginning that you’ve been a part of a couple of my coaching 

programs in the last 6 months or so and as a result of that you got access to many of the 

power link methods.  

When you are building links to your websites, do you have a favorite type of power link or a 

favorite link building method that you use that you would recommend to people to try? 

I think the Squidoo Power Links are actually pretty powerful, they almost always show 

up as the top links in Open Site Explorer (http://www.opensiteexplorer.org) and 

Majestic SEO (http://www.majesticseo.com)…the ones with most authority, the most 

trust factor. The Facebook page is also very helpful in terms of traffic. 

Ok, I ‘ve got your Facebook page open here: 

http://www.opensiteexplorer.org/
http://www.majesticseo.com/
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Did you set this up yourself, or did you outsource this as well? 

No, I set that one up myself. I followed one of your Facebook Tutorials. 

And how long would you say that took you to set this up? How long did it take you? 

Oh! Nothing, maybe half an hour at most. 

Great, and I see that from time to time you put little updates, little snippets of new 

information. Is that a very time consuming process or is that something you can do quite 

quickly? 

No, it’s not time consuming. What I usually do, is once I set up a new post on my 

website, then I immediately put a link to that post on my Facebook page, and since I 

also have a Twitter account, I add a link to it there as well. I do both things at the same 

time.  
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I also put a quick updates on Facebook and when I see something interesting online 

related to horse riding. 

But I actually do that sometimes when I am having lunch, you know, quickly. 

Yeah, every website should have a Facebook page because they really are quick and easy to 

setup and they form an important part of the link profile.  

What I want to show people now are some results I’ve been able to pull in from SEMRush 

about your sites…  

I’m not going to reveal the websites because you’ve already been very generous in actually 

revealing a couple of your other horse riding webpages. 

 

This here (above) is data about one of your websites that you set up a while ago. We can 

see that it’s got 241 keywords in the top 20 of Google, and a lot of these are really high, 

number 1, number 2, number 3 and so on. 
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And then if I jump over to this, this is SEMRush data about another one of your websites. 

We can see an upward trend on the graph and 173 top 20 rankings for your keywords:  

 

A lot of people who are starting out haven’t necessarily got these kind of rankings before, 

and the idea of getting 200 or more keywords in the top 20 can seem almost impossible.  

Can you give any inside information about how you’ve been able to get so many rankings? 

And how are you new websites coming along? I know you are working on a couple of new 

websites as well… 

Well, one of those new websites is now at number 15, so on page 2, for its two main 

keywords, so I am really excited, it is a pretty competitive niche so I am really excited 

about that.  

It has just started to receive 100 visitors a day and the engagements metrics are also 

looking great, people are staying on the site. 
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Awesome!  

And, to get so many top rankings, have you done consistent link building over time? Have 

you been varying the anchor text a lot?  

What are the couple of the most important things that you’ve found when you are doing 

link building? Is it the relevant links?  

Can you give people a couple of little tips perhaps? 

Sure, well, definitely like you said, consistent link building is important, you have to do 

it consistently and you also need a mix of Follow and NoFollow links. You need some 

power links and also some normal foundation links…For the foundation links 

(reinforcement links) I recommend getting some article links, forum links, also some 

social signals.  

I also concentrate a lot in adding lots of good content over time. 

Ok, so you find that fresh content is a good way to show Google that you deserve those top 

ten rankings as well? 

Yeah, and then once I get enough traffic, at that point I start asking myself questions 

like: 

Does that site look good enough?  

Is it user friendly?  

Does it give what people are looking for?  

I make sure the internal linking is there too, I try to keep them on the site as long as I 

can.  

And you obviously put a lot of effort on the Engagement Metrics because your sites all look 

stunning, and you mentioned before that you want people to stay on your sites as long as 

possible…so maybe that’s one of the characteristics that your websites have got, that get 

them to have so many top rankings. 

Yeah, I think that the engagements metrics, looking at those, are important, once 

you’ve got good traffic then you can make a good analysis (and improve them).  

Also, at one point I had a free trial of Heat Maps from Clicky (http://www.clicky.com). 

I used this to have a better idea of where people were clicking. 

Ok, that’s cool, that’s a good tip as well.  

http://www.clicky.com/
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I am finishing things up here, but right before I do, I just wanted to see if I could get one last 

piece of advice from you.  

What advice could you give people who are perhaps, in a situation that you were 9 to 12 

months ago when you were getting started, for people with no special skills and no 

background in IM?  

What advice would you give to people that are just getting started online, that don’t have 

any websites or the websites they do have might not have rankings…what advice would 

you give them? 

Sure. Well, first of all if you are just starting now and you don’t have any prior 

experience in Internet Marketing then you probably need to be realistic to know that 

your first site probably isn’t going to make you a heap of money.  

At the beginning it’s about learning, getting better and finding out what works and 

what doesn’t.  

And, I’d say, do your research and make sure you learn from the best in the business, if 

you can, get private coaching.  

My personal experience, being a student of yours, I learned so much and it really cut 

down my learning curve tremendously. I think it has helped me to avoid mistakes that I 

would have made otherwise.  

But if it’s not possible for people to get 1 on 1 coaching, then you have to really make 

sure that the courses you are taking, the books you are reading, and the people that 

you are learning from, really know what they are doing.  

I also say, be careful with analysis paralysis because it’s really easy to analyze your site 

to death when you are starting out and have few sites, and doing that adds no real 

value to your business in the initial stage…just concentrate on adding great value, 

getting good links, and then worry about checking your site stats later.  

Also, I’d say it is important to always keep “who is the end user” of the site in mind. 

Because ultimately if that person finds no value in what you are offering, they’ll leave 

and they’ll take their credit card with them… 

It’s important to carefully research your niche before you build your sites make sure 

you don’t end up working in a niche where people really are not going to buy anything 

(you need to verify commercial intent).  

Lastly, don’t drive yourself crazy either, if you are at a state where you are just waiting 

for your sites to rank, then just build another site…because you’re going to drive 
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yourself crazy looking at your rankings every day, and you’ll start making bad 

decisions.  

That is a really good piece of advice, to sum up.  

We must have been talking for more than half an hour Melissa, I know you are busy so I 

don’t want to keep you any longer.  

I just want to say thanks so much for sharing some of the things you’ve learned with the 

people that are listening to this interview today.  

I know that you have been a great motivation to a lot of people already...people that have 

been part of Authority Hybrid and Authority Hybrid Elite training programs, but there are a 

lot more people listening to this video today who don’t know you and I’m sure this will help 

them as well, so once again, thanks so much for sharing these little gems of information. 

Oh! Anytime. Glad to help. 

Thanks Melissa, talk soon. 

 


